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Hard algebra questions and answers pdf

Want to test yourself for the most challenging sat math questions? Want to know what makes these issues so difficult and how best to solve them? If you're ready to really sink your teeth into the SAT math section and your sights set on that perfect score, then this is the guide for you. We've put together what we consider the 15 most
challenging questions for the current SAT, with strategies and answer explanations for everyone. These are all difficult sat Math questions from the college board of SAT practical tests, which means understanding them is one of the best ways of learning for those of you striving for excellence. Image: Sonia Sevilla/Wikimedia Brief review
of SAT Mathematics Third and Fourth sections of the SAT will always be the math sections. The first mathematical subsection (marked as 3) does not allow the calculator to be used, while the second mathematical subsection (marked as 4) allows the use of a calculator. Don't worry too much about the section without the calculator,
however: if you can't use the calculator to question, it means you don't need a calculator to answer it. Each mathematical subsection is arranged in the order of increasing difficulties (where the longer it takes to solve the problem and the fewer people who respond to it correctly, the more difficult it is). For each subsection, question 1 will be
easy and question 15 will be considered difficult. However, the ascending difficulty is reset from easy to the grid-ins. Thus, multiple-choice issues are in increasing complexity (issues 1 and 2 are the simplest, issues 14 and 15 are the most difficult), but the level of complexity of the resets for the grid-in section (meaning questions 16 and 17
will be easy again, and issues 19 and 20 will be very complex). With very few exceptions, then, the most difficult SAT math tasks will be grouped at the end of several selection segments or the second half of the grid into questions. In addition to placing them on the test, however, these issues also have a few other commonalities. In a
minute, we'll look at the example of the issues and how to solve them, and then analyze them to find out what these types of questions have in common. But first: Do you have to focus on difficult math issues right now? If you're just starting your training (or if you just missed this first, crucial step) will definitely stop and take a full practice
test to assess your current scoring level. Check out our guide to all the free SAT practical tests available online and then sit down to take the test all at once. The absolute best way to assess your current level is to simply take the SAT practice test as if it were real, keeping a strict time and working right through only with allowed breaks
(we know probably not your favorite way Saturday). Once you have got a good idea of the current level and interest rate rating, you can the values and goals for your ultimate SAT Mathematics score. If you are currently scoring in the 200-400 or 400-600 range on SAT Math, it is best to first check out our guide to improving your math
score to be consistently at or over 600 before starting in an attempt to solve the most difficult math problems on the test. If, however, you've already scored above 600 in the math section and want to test your bravery for a real SAT, then definitely go to the rest of this guide. If you're aiming for perfection (or close to) then you need to know
what the most difficult SAT math questions look like and how to solve them. And fortunately, that's exactly what we're going to do. WARNING: Since there are a limited number of official sat practical tests, you can wait to read this article until you have tried all or most of the first four official practice tests (since most of the questions below
were taken from these tests). If you're worried about spoiling these tests, stop reading this guide now; go back and read it when you've completed them. Now let's go back to our list of questions (whoo)! Picture: Niytx/DeviantArt 15 Difficult SAT Mathematics Issues Now that you're sure you should try these questions, let's dive straight in!
We curated 15 of the hardest sat math questions for you to try below, along with a step-by-step guide on how to get an answer (if you're stumped). No Calculator SAT Mathematics Issue 1 $$C 5/9 (F-32) $ Equation above shows how the temperature $F $ , measured in degrees Fahrenheit, refers to the temperature of $C $20,000,
measured in degrees Celsius. Based on the equation, which of the following should be true? Raising the temperature by 1 degree Fahrenheit is equivalent to raising the temperature by 5/9 degrees Celsius. Raising the temperature by 1 degree Celsius is equivalent to raising the temperature by 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit. Raising the
temperature by $5/9 Fahrenheit is equivalent to raising the temperature by 1 degree Celsius. A) I onlyB) II onlyC) III onlyD) I and II only ANSWER: Think of the equation as an equation for the $$y line 'mx'b$$$, where in this case $$C' {5}/{9} (F-32)) $$ or $$C-{5}/{9}F {5}/{9} ($32)$ you can see the slope of the chart is ${5}/{9}$, which
means that to increase by 1 degree Fahrenheit, the increase is ${5}/{9} $1 degree Celsius. $$C {5}/{9} (F)$$$$$C {5}/{9} (1) {5}/{9}$$ Therefore, a statement I am. This is equivalent to an increase of 1 degree Celsius equals an increase of ${9}/{5} degrees Fahrenheit. $$C {5}/{9} (F)$$$1' {5}/{9} (F) $$F) {9}/{5}$C ${9}/{5}$1.8, Statement II
is true. The only answer that has as statement I and Statement II as true is D, but if you have the time and want to be absolutely thorough, you can also if Statement III (increase by ${5}/ {9} $200 fahrenheit equal to temperature 1 degree Celsius) right: $$C {5}/{9} (F) $$C {5}/{9} ({5}/{9}) $$C {25}/{81} (it's ≠ 1)$$ Increase by $5/9 Fahrenheit
leads to an increase of ${25}/{81}$, rather than 1 degree, Celsius, and therefore Statement III is not true. Final answer: D. Issue 2 Equation $24x-2 - 25x -47'/'ax-2' -8x-3-'53/'ax-2'$is true for all values $x≠2/a$, where the $$a is a constant. What is the cost of $a$? A) -16B) -3C) 3D) 16 ANSWER EXPLANATION: There are two ways to
resolve this issue. A quicker way is to multiply each side of the equation by $$ax-2 (so you can get rid of the faction). When you multiply each side by $ax-$2, you should have: $24x-2 - 25x - 47 (-8x-3) (ax-2) - $53$ You must then multiply $$8x-3) $and $Ax-2)$ with FOIL. $$24x-2 - 25x - 47 - -8ax-2 - 3ax 16x - 6 - $53 reduce on the right
side of the equation $$24x-2 - 25x - 47 - -8ax-2 - 3ax 16x - $47$ $ Since the odds $x-2$-term should be equal on both sides of the equation, $8a and $24, or $a - $3.3. Another option that is longer and more tedious is to try to plug all the answer options for and see which choice of answer makes both sides of the equation equal. Again,
this is a longer option and I don't recommend it for the actual SAT as it will spend too much time. The final answer: B. question 3 If $3x-y and $12, what is the cost of $8'x'/'2'y'$? A) $2'{12}$B) $4'4$C) $8'2$D) Value cannot be determined from this information. ANSWER: One approach is to express $$8'x/'2'y'$$$ so that the numerator and
denominator are expressed with the same base. Since 2 and 8 are both powers 2, replacing $2'3 $2'3$ for 8 in the numerate of $'8'x'/'2'y'$ gives $$'2'y' $' $2'y'$ So as the numerator and denominator have a common base, the base is common, the standard is a common one. have a common base this expression can be rewritten as $2'
(3x'y)$. In question, it states that $3x and u 12$, so you can replace 12 for the exhibitor, $3x - y$, which means that $8 x/2 212 $$ Final answer A. Issue 4 Points A and B lie on a lap with a radius of 1, and the arc $AB-↖⌢ $ has a length of $1/$3. What proportion of the circle circumference is the length of the $AB arc ↖⌢$? ANSWER: To
find the answer to this question, you first need to know the formula for finding the circumference of the circle. The circle, $C$, of the circle is $C 2'r$, where the $$r is the radius of the circle. For this circle with a radius of 1, the circumference is $C 2 (i) or $C 2 euros. To find out what proportion of the circumference is ↖⌢ U.S. dollars, divide
the length of the arc by circumference, which gives $3 and $2'$. This division can be represented in the amount of $1/2, 1/6$. A $1/6 share can also be rewritten as $0.166 or $0.167. Final response: $1/6$, $0.166, or The question is $5 $8-i'/3-2i'$$ If the above expression is rewritten in the form of $a'bi$, where $a$ and $$b are real
figures, what is the cost of $a$? (Note: $i-1'$) ANSWER: To rewrite $8-i'/3-2i'$in standard $a and bi-$, you need to multiply the numerator and denominator at $8-i'/3-2i'$$3 and 2i$. This equates to $$(8-i)/3-2i)))(3'2i)/(3'2i)-24'16i-3'(-i)/(3'2)-(2i)-2'$$ S $i-2'-1$1$, this last fraction can be reduced to $$$$2 (24'16i-3i-2'/'9-4) 26-13i/{13}$$$$,
which simplifies further to $2 and i$. Cost a is 2. The final answer: A. Issue 6 In the triangle $ABC$, the measure $∠B$ is $90, $BC $16, And $AC $20. The $$DEF triangle is similar to the $$ABC triangle, where the $$D verticals $E and $$F correspond to the $$A vertical, $B$$C and $C respectively, and each side of the triangle
$DEF$1/3 is the length of the corresponding side of the triangle $ABC$$sinF. ANSWER: The ABC Triangle is the right triangle with a right angle on B. So $ov AC is the hypotenusion of ABC's right triangle and $ov AB and BC $ are the legs of ABC's right triangle. According to The Pythagorean, $$AB (20-2-16)2'2'400-256'{144}'12 $12
Since $sin the DEF triangle is similar to the ABC triangle, with the top F corresponding to the top of C, the measure $-corner ∠ F $ equals the measurement of $'angle ∠. From the side length of the ABC triangle, $$sinF opposite /hypotenuses/AC{12}/{20}{3}/{5}$${5} therefore, $sinF {3}/{5}$. Final answer: ${3}/{5}$or $0.6. Calculator-
Allowed SAT Mathematics Issue 7 Incomplete Table above summarizes the number of left-handed students and right-handed students by gender for eighth-grade students at Keisel High School. There are 5 times as many right-handed female students as there are left-handed female students, and there are 9 times more right-handed
male students as there are left-handed male students. if there are a total of 18 left-handers and 122 right-handers at school, which of the following is closest to the likelihood that a right-handed man chosen randomly is a woman? (Note: Suppose none of the eighth graders are both right-handed or left-handed.) A) 0.410B) 0.357C) 0.333D)
0.250 ANSWER EXPLANATION: To solve this problem, you have to create two equations using two variables ($x$ and $y$) and the information you receive. Let $x$a number of left-handed female students and let $y$a number of left-handed male students. Using the information provided in this issue, the number of right-hand female
students will be $5x and the number of right-handed male students will be $9y$. As the total number of left-handers is 18, and The number of students with a right hand is 122, the equation system below should be correct: $$x - y - $18$$5x - $9y - $122$ When you solve this system of equations, you get $x $10 and $y and $8. Thus, 5-10,
or 50, out of 122 good-handed hands of students are women. So the probability that a right-handed student selected at random is a woman's ${50}/{122}$ which to the nearest 1,000th is .410. The final answer: A. No. 9 Issues Use the following information for both question 7 and question 8. If shoppers enter the store with an average rate
of $$r buyers per minute, and each stays in the store for an average time of $T $1,000, the average number of shoppers in the store $N $, at any given by the formula $N rT$. This relationship is known as Little's Law. The owner of the Good Deals Store believes that during working hours, an average of 3 shoppers per minute enter the
store and that each of them stays an average of 15 minutes. The shop owner uses Little's Law to estimate that there are 45 shoppers in the store at any time. Issue 8 Little Law can be applied to any part of the store, such as a certain department or cash register. The shop owner determines that during working hours about 84 shoppers
per hour make a purchase, and each of these customers spends an average of 5 minutes at the checkout. At any time during working hours, how many customers, on average, are waiting at the checkout to make a purchase at the Good Deals store? ANSWER: Since the question states that Little's law can be applied to any single part of
the store (for example, only the box office line), the average number of shoppers $N $1,000 at the box office at any time is $N and rT $, where the $r is the number of shoppers entering the box office per minute and $T $1 that average number of minutes each shopper spends at the box office line. Since 84 customers per hour make a
purchase, 84 buyers per hour enter the cashier. However, this has to be converted into a number of buyers per minute (in order to be used with $T $5). Since there are 60 minutes per hour, the rate is $84 (buyers) per hour / 60 minutes $1.4 buyers per minute. Using this formula with $r - $1.4 and $T - $5 gives $$N - rt (1.4) (5) - $7$ So the
average number of buyers, $N$, at the box office at any time during working hours is 7. The final answer is 7. Issue 9 The good deals store owner is opening a new store across the city. For the new store, the owner believes that during working hours, an average of 90 shoppers per hour enter the store, and each of them stays an average
of 12 minutes. The average number of shoppers in a new store at any time is one percent less than the average number of shoppers in the original store at any time? (Note: Ignore the percentage symbol when entering the answer. If the answer is 42.1%, enter 42.1) ANSWER: According to the initial information, the estimated average
number of buyers in the original store at any time (N) is 45. The question says that in the new store, according to the manager, the store enters an average of 90 customers per hour (60 minutes), which is equivalent to 1.5 shoppers per minute (p). The manager also believes that every customer stays in the store for an average of 12
minutes (T). Thus, according to Little's Law, there are, on average, $N - rT (1.5) (12) - $18 buyers in a new store at any time. This is $45-18/{45} $100 less than the average number of customers in the original store at any time. The final answer is 60. Issue 10 In $xy$-plane, the point $(p,r)$ lies on the line with the equation $y x'b$, where
the $$b is a constant. The $2p, 5r)$ coordinates are on the line with the 2x'b$ $y equation. If $p≠0$, what is the cost of $r/p$? A) $2/5$B) $3/4$C) $4/3$D) $5/2$ ANSWER EXPLANATION: From the moment $(p,r)$ lies on the line with the equation $y x'b$, the point should satisfy the equation. Replacing the $$p on the $$x and $r $$y in
the equation $y xxsb$ gives $rb$, or $'bi b$ and $'bi r-bi p$. Similarly, since the $2p,5r point lies on the line with the $y 2x'b$ equation, the point should satisfy the equation. Replacing $2p$ on $x$ and $5r$ per $y$ in the equation $y'2x'b$ gives: $5r'2 (2p) b$5r'4p'b$ $'bi b$ Next, We can set two equations equal to $b $ equal to each other
and simplify: $b'r-p'5r-4p $3p'4r$ Finally to find $r/p$, we have to split both sides of the equation into $p$4 and $4$: $3p'4r$3'4r'/p$ $3/4'r/p$Correct B Answer B, $3/4$. If you've chosen A and D, you may have misjuddled your response from odds at $2p, 5r)$. If you choose A C, you may have confused $r $$p $. Note that while it's in the
SAT calculator section, you absolutely don't need a calculator to solve it! Issue 11 Grain Bunker is built of two right circular cones and a right circular cylinder with internal dimensions represented by the figure above. Of the following, which is closest to the volume of the granary, in cubic feet? A) 261.8B) 785.4C) 916.3D) 1047.2
EXPLANATION: The volume of the granary can be found by adding volumes of all the solids from which it consists (cylinder and two cones). The silo consists of a cylinder (with a height of 10 feet and a base radius of 5 feet) and two cones (each with a height of 5 feet and a base radius of 5 feet). Formulas, data at the beginning of the
section SAT Math: The volume of the cone $$V-{1}/{3}r'2h$$ The volume of the cylinder $$V'r'2h$$ can be used to determine the total volume of the silo. Since the two cones are the same size, the total volume, in cubic feet, is given a silo which is about 1,047.2 cubic feet. The final answer: D. Question 12 If the $12 $x is the average
(arithmetic average) of $$m and $9 $y $18 million and $15 million and $15 $z average $3 million and $18, which is an average of $$x $y $$y $ and $z $us12 in terms of $m $ $ $ $ $ A) $mh6$B) $m 7$C) $2m'14$D) $3m and $21,000 ANSWER: Since the average (arithmetic average) of two numbers equals the sum of two numbers,
Divided into 2, equations $x m 9/{2}$9/{2}, $y $2m 15/{2}$, $z 3m 18/{2}$are true. The average $x$, $y$, and $z$ is given at $1 th/{3} $. Replacing expressions in m for each variable ($x$, $$y, $$z) gives $'m'9'/{2}'2m'15'/{2}'3m'18'/{2}'/$3$$3 This fraction can be simplified to $m and $7. The final answer: B. Question 13 Feature $f ($xy x)
If the $$k is permanent so that the equation $f (x) to $ has three real solutions, which of the following could be worth $k $? ANSWER: Equation $f (x) - k$ gives solutions for the $$y - f-x) - x'3-x-2-x-{11}/{4}$and $$y - k$$ The real solution of the system from the two equations corresponds to the point of crossing the two equations in the
$xy$-plane. A graph with $y to $ is a horizontal line that contains a point of $(0, k)$ and crosses the graph of the cubic equation three times (since it has three real solutions). Given the graph, the only horizontal line that would cross the cube equation three times is a line with a $y and $3 equation, or $f (x) and $3. So $k $3 Final Answer:
D. Issue 14 $$q '1/2'nv'2$$Dynamic pressure $q$, generated by liquid moving at a speed of $v$ can be found using a formula above where the $n$ is a constant fluid density. Aeronautical engineer use formula to find dynamic fluid pressure moving at a speed of $v $1 and the same liquid moving at a speed of $1.5 V$ . What is the ratio of
dynamic pressure of a faster liquid to the dynamic pressure of a slower liquid? ANSWER: To solve this problem, you need to set up equations with variables. Let $q-1$ will be a dynamic pressure slower than a liquid moving at a speed of $v $1, and let the $q x 2 $ will be dynamic pressure faster than the liquid moving at a speed of $v -2 $.
Then $$v x 2 1.5v_1 $$ Given the equation $q th {1}/{2}nv'2$, replacing dynamic pressure and speed faster fluid gives $q x 2 th {1}/{2}n (v_2) $2. $2. With a $1.5v_1$$v-2, $1.5v_1 can be replaced with a $$v-$2, giving $q-2 and {1}/{2}n (1.5v_1) $2. By square $1.5 $1.5, you can rewrite the previous equation as $$q x 2 (2.25) ({1}/{2})n
(v_1) 2 y (2.25)q_1 $$2,25) The dynamic pressure ratio of a faster liquid is $$'q2'/q1' (2.25 q_1 euros) / q_1 $2.25$$ Final response is 2.25 or 9/4. Issue 15 For the polynomial $p (x)$, The cost of $p (3)$ is $-2$. Which of the following should be true about $p (x)$? A) $x-$5 is a factor $p (x)$. B) $x-2$ is a factor $p (x)$. C) $x $2 is a factor
$p (x)$. D) The balance $p (x)$ is divided into $x-$3 is $-2$2. ANSWER: If the polynomial $p (x)$ is divided into a polynomial form $xk$ (which accounts for all possible answers in this question), the result can be written as $$/p(x) / x'q(x)'r'r'/x' k'$$ where $q (x) is polynomial and $r Since the $x to$ is a degree-1 polynomial (meaning it only
includes $x $1 and no higher exhibitors), the rest is a real number. Thus, $p (x)$ can be rewritten as $p (x) - (x)q(x) and r$, where $r$ is a real number. The question says that $p (3) - -2$, so it should be true that $$-2 - p(3) - (3 k)q (3) - r$$ Now we can connect all possible answers. If the answer is A, B or C, the $r$will be $0$0, whereas if
the answer is D, the $r$ will be $-2$. A. $-2 p(3) - (3 - 5))k (3) - 0$-$2 (3-5)q (3)$-$-2' (-2)q(3)$ This may be true, but only if $q (3) - $1 B. $-2 - p(3) - (3 - (-2))q (-3) - 0$-2 (3-2)q (3)$-2 (-1)q(3)$ but only if $q (3) - $2 C. $-2 - p(3) - (3 - 2)q (3) - $0$-2 (5)q(3)$ This may be true, but only {5} if $q (3) (-3))q (3) - (-2)$-2 (3 - 3)q (3) (-2)$-2 2
(0)q(3) - (-2)$ It will always be true no matter what $q (3)$ is $p. that the rest when $p (x)$ is divided into $x-3$is -2. The final answer is D. Want to improve your SAT score by 160 points? We have written a guide about the 5 best strategies you should use to have a chance at improving your score. Download it for free now: You deserve
all the NAP after running through these issues. What are the hardest SAT Maths Issues in common? It is important to understand what makes these difficult issues difficult. By doing so, you'll be able to both understand and resolve similar issues when you see them on testing day, as well as have a better strategy for identifying and
correcting your previous SAT math errors. In this section we'll see what these questions have in common and give examples of each type. Some of the reasons why the most difficult math questions are the most difficult math questions, because they are: #1: Test several mathematical concepts right here, we have to deal with imaginary
numbers and factions all at once. The secret to success: Think about what applicable math can use to solve this problem, take one step at a time, and try each method until you find one that works! #2: Attract a lot of steps Remember: the more steps you need to take, the easier it is to mess somewhere along We have to solve this
problem in steps (do a few medium) to unlock the rest of the answers in the domino effect. This can be misleading, especially if you are stressed or run out It's time. The secret to success: Take it slowly, take it step by step, and double-check your work so as not to make mistakes! #3: Test concepts with which you have limited familiarity,
for example, many students are less familiar with functions than with fractions and percentages, so most functional questions are considered high complexity problems. If you don't know your way around the features, it will be a complicated problem. The secret to success: Look at mathematical concepts that aren't so familiar with such
features. We suggest using our great free SAT Mathematics Review guide. #4: Formulated in unusual or confusing ways It can be difficult to understand exactly what some questions are asking, much less figure out how to solve them. This is especially true when the question is at the end of the section and you run out of time. Because
this issue provides so much information without a chart, it can be difficult to puzzle through in a limited time allowed. The secret to success: Not the time to analyze what you're asking, and draw a chart if it's good for you. #5: Use a lot of different variables with so many different variables in the game, it's pretty easy to get confused. The
secret of success: Not that time to analyze what you are asking, and consider if connecting the numbers is a good strategy to solve the problem (it wouldn't be for the question above, but would be for many other SAT variable issues). Take-Aways THE SAT is a marathon, and the better you are prepared for it, the better you will feel on the
day of the test. Knowing how to handle the most difficult questions the test can throw at you will make taking a real SAT seem a lot less daunting. If you felt that these issues were easy, make sure not to underestimate the impact of adrenaline and fatigue on your ability to solve problems. As you continue to learn, always stick to the proper
time guidelines and try to take full tests whenever possible. This is the best way to recreate the real testing environment so that you can prepare for the real deal. If you felt that these questions were complex, be sure to strengthen your mathematical knowledge by checking our individual math theme guides for the SAT. There you will see
more detailed explanations of the topics under consideration, as well as a more detailed breakdown of the answers. What's next? Did you feel that these questions were more complicated than you expected? Take a look at all the topics covered in the SAT math section and then note which sections were particularly difficult for you. Next,
take the gander in our individual math guides to help you reinforce any of these weaknesses. Running out of time on the SAT math section? Our guide will help you beat the clock and maximize your score. Aiming for the perfect Check out our guide on how to get the perfect 800 on the SAT math section written by the perfect scorer. Want
to improve your SAT ACCOUNT 160 points? Check out our best-in-class online SAT prep classes. We guarantee your money back if you don't improve your SAT score by 160 points or more. Our classes are completely online and they are taught by SAT experts. If you liked this article, you'll love our classes. Along with expert classes,
you'll get personalized homework with thousands of hands-on challenges organized by individual skills, so you'll learn most effectively. We'll also give you step-by-step custom programs to follow, so you'll never be confused about what to learn next. Try it without risk today: Are friends who also need help with test training? Share this
article! Have a question about this article or other topics? Ask below and we'll answer! Answer! hard algebra questions and answers pdf
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